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Intent

All children at East Herrington Primary Academy (EHPA) will become confident,
creative writers who take pleasure in writing and can communicate effectively across
a range of genres. Children are given opportunities to write independently across the
wider curriculum, with a clear focus on both audience and purpose. All children will
build skills to independently plan, write, evaluate and redraft their work – they see
writing as an ongoing process where they build on prior learning and continue to
develop themselves as writers.

Implementation

EHPA follows the National Curriculum and recognises that writing is intrinsically
linked to reading and speaking and listening. Children read to write, and should
write to be read. Every class across the school has both whole class reading
sessions and dedicated class story time, where the teacher shares a high quality text
for the children to enjoy. Sharing the work of celebrated authors gives children an
enjoyment of reading and writing, as well as a range of ideas and vocabulary to use
in their own writing. Each year group has been given a ‘Reading Spine’ (which is
reviewed annually), as recommended by Pie Corbett. However, teachers are able to
substitute books for other high quality texts that are suitable for their year group.

Writing has been given a high profile throughout the school, with two years of
whole-school training on the Talk for Writing process. (New staff will get a school
handbook and peer support/training on the process.) Through a daily English lesson
(at least one hour per day), children access high quality texts, take part in shared
writing activities to learn new skills and are then given opportunities to develop and
master these skills independently.

EHPA uses elements of Talk for Writing across all year groups. This includes:

● A creative ‘hook’ to engage the children with the next text e.g. finding
Jack’s magic beans, a letter arriving from a fictional character, or visiting a
local park that is under threat of development.

● Studying a model text and looking at the author’s intent.
● Boxing up a model text – children look at the purpose of each

sentence/paragraph and study the structure of the text.
● Learning key vocabulary linked to that text.
● Imitate a model text – all children will learn the model text using a story

map.  Children will create their own version of the story map, so that they
internalise the story, its structure and its grammar/punctuation.
Children in EYFS and KS1 may rewrite the original text at this stage.

● Playing grammar/spelling/punctuation/vocabulary games and short-burst
writing activities (as an integral part of each Talk for Writing unit).

● Innovate a model text – children rewrite the model text, making certain
substitutions e.g. character or setting.
Shared writing is a key element of this process: the children share their
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ideas as a class, and the teacher models how to turn these ideas into a
text.

● Independent writing – children write their own version of the model text.
Prior to writing, children share their ideas as a class and these ideas are
‘banked’ to aid children in the writing process.
Children are given time to evaluate and edit their own writing and, where
necessary, to re-draft it. All classrooms have class dictionaries and
thesauruses.

● Independent writing across the curriculum - The children are expected to
use the skills they have learned to write an independent piece of writing in
the wider curriculum once every half term. This will be completed in their
science or creative curriculum books. This piece of writing will match a
genre they have learnt in English.

As children move through the school, the more structured phases of Talk for Writing
(e.g. imitation) are used less frequently and children are given more opportunities to
experiment independently with their writing. In particular, children working above the
expected level may be given an extra challenge, a chance to show their skills in a
more independent manner. Children in upper KS2 begin to move away from the
structured model process of Talk for Writing and more towards regular application of
prior learning and new learning (See Appendix A)

A key aspect of Talk for Writing is that it covers a range of fiction genres, including
poetry, as well as a wide variety of non-fiction text types. All KS1 and KS2 year
groups are expected to tackle the full range of genres as outlined in the school long
term plans.

Each year group has dedicated medium and long-term planning, which feeds into an
overall school Talk for Writing plan. This ensures progression across the school and
that all genres are being covered.

Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS) – Writing is encouraged through the use of
different writing materials, including chalk, sand and paint, which allow children to
develop their gross and fine motor skills. Children will learn to form letters correctly.
They will be encouraged to use their phonics knowledge to write words which match
their spoken sounds. By the end of Reception, they will be expected to write simple
sentences which can be read by themselves and others. Oral retelling of stories is a
key focus along with children being highly familiar with a bank of key texts.

Key Stage One (KS1) – Children can write sentences and put several sentences
together, writing for a range of purposes and across a range of genres. Children plan
what they are going to write and are learning to check their work for corrections and
improvements.

Key Stage Two (KS2) – Children continue to learn how to organise their work into
paragraphs and, when writing stories, focus on settings, characterisation and plots.
Children are expected to re-read their work, checking it for accuracy and finding
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ways to improve it. In Upper KS2, children further develop their skills in evaluating,
editing and redrafting their work.

Spelling at EHPA is approached via Read Write Inc (RWI). The children follow the
RWI phonics program, having daily phonics lessons to build their knowledge, and
then access RWI’s wider spelling program via the RWI website and related
resources. Spelling sessions (a minimum of three weekly) allow children to explore
spelling patterns and rules whilst practising their set spellings, which are assessed
weekly in a range of different ways. (see Appendix B) Children who aren’t meeting
the expected year group for spellings have access to Lexia, an online program
specifically tailored to plug learning gaps. Children are allocated time in school to
use Lexia, and can also use it at home and in dedicated sessions before/after
school.

The Nelson Handwriting Scheme is followed in school, with children being given
regular opportunities to practise (see separate handwriting policy)

Neat and fluent handwriting will be rewarded with a pen licence – to be awarded by
the English Coordinator. (Children write in pencil until a licence is obtained).

Children’s writing can be celebrated in a variety of ways:

● Headteacher’s Award for outstanding work/excellent progress.
● Dojos.
● Star of the Week assemblies.
● Children’s writing being displayed inside their classroom and the surrounding

corridors.
● A whole-school Writing Display.
● Writing being copied and shared with parents/carers.
● Year Groups coming together to share their writing – children given the

chance to read their writing to an audience.

● Teachers can also use Class Dojo to talk to parents about their child’s
work/progress.

Impact

The impact on children’s writing will be monitored in a variety of ways, both formative
and summative:

● Children and teachers co-create ‘toolkits’ for each piece of writing, so children
understand the required success criteria.

● Self and peer assessment – children to evaluate their own work and that of
their peers, giving suggestions for edits/improvements against a given toolkit.

● Immediate feedback given in lessons that praises the children’s achievements
and identifies areas for improvement.
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● Shared feedback/editing looking at a child’s piece of work under the visualiser
and discussing ways forward as a class.

● Quality marking that praises the children’s achievements and identifies areas
for improvement.

● Weekly spelling assessments (in Y2 at the end of the phonics program and
across KS2)

● Teachers in all year groups will monitor children’s progress against dedicated
Year Group Writing Checklists (which were developed and agreed in
collaboration with a cluster of partner schools). Both fiction and non-fiction will
be monitored, ensuring children can write for a variety of purposes.

● Teachers in all year groups will conduct termly moderation with Balmoral
Learning Trust The moderations will consider children working below the
expected standard, those working at the expected standard and those
working above the expected standard.

● All year groups, but Y2 and Y6 in particular, will have opportunities to attend
Writing Moderation Sessions with Sunderland Local Authority’s literacy
coordinator.

● Y2 and Y6 children will take part in Standardised Assessment Tests (SATs),
including the English grammar, punctuation and spelling assessments.

● Y1 (Spring, Summer only), Y2 (Autumn and Spring only) Y3, 4, 5 and Year 6
(Autumn and Spring only) will sit NFER English grammar, punctuation and
spelling assessments.

● Teachers and EHPA management will discuss progress at termly Pupil
Progress Meetings.

● Teachers will feedback to parents at Parents’ Evenings, via reports, and at
any extra meetings called if children aren’t making expected progress.

● The English coordinator meets regularly with the Governor for English and
Curriculum Leader to discuss ongoing English teaching and assessment.

Inclusion

EHPA is committed to providing an inclusive, high quality education for all children.
We actively seek to remove barriers to learning, including writing, and to ensure that
all children make progress. Our teachers will utilise a range of factors to help all
children access learning: classroom organisation; adapted teaching materials;
teaching style including scaffolding or pre-teaching sessions; use of specialist
programs such as Lexia; and use of laptops or writing tools with special grips.

Appendix A

Nursery to Year 6 Talk4Writing Overview

Appendix B

Year 2 - Year 6 Spelling Overview
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fcXZaBswCxB5NWrc7Itg38CD6qxr07WG9hAEBRsmK2E/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RpiaksWGpWP3-XosajhBh47vT-qRtUuNTa04xRGp-2U/edit

